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 From Your Editor

The wonderful thing about thin places is 
that they are everywhere. God is just a 
whisper away. Anywhere that an expression 

of love, concern, joy, empathy, bravery, reconcilia-
tion, beauty, growth and order, or justice exists, so 
too does God. I would venture to say that God also 
has his finger in the soup when bad things are hap-
pening, but it is much harder to see Him through 
the thickness of a cold heart or closed eyes.

I used to think that thin places were where God 
comes to meet us but have since come to realize that 
with God’s ever presence, He doesn’t need coaxing 
to be with us. It’s us that need the coaxing, and 
to the point that He is successful, there is the thin 
place.

One of the more delightful thin place experiences 
that I have had took place in the Republic of Tai-
wan. I was in the middle of my Navy service in the 
Vietnam War. We were supplying personnel with 
fresh produce and other food stuff and dry goods 
that we would pick up in Taiwan and transport 
back to the combat zone. This wasn’t my first visit 
to Kaohsiung, but it was the first with free personal 
time. A friend asked if I would like to accompa-
ny him into town for a day of exploration. We 
offered a brief prayer for a successful day and set 
out. Kaohsiung was a city of about 200,000 yellow 
faces with these two white interlopers. The primary 
mode of transportation was motorcycle; there were 
thousands on the streets. It wasn’t long before one 
approached us and stopped, and in perfect English 
the driver asked us if we wanted to go to church 
with him. His name was Meng Cheng Wong, 
and he attended the local Baptist church. He also 
taught English in one of the city’s schools. He had 
seen that we were English-speaking Americans and 

thought we might be a nice prize for his school. 
Throwing caution to the wind, we said, “Sure, 
sounds like fun.” As his motorcycle had only one 
passenger seat, I climbed on behind Cheng, leaving 
my friend, Ken, behind for a second trip. Cheng 
took me to an auditorium full of (maybe 50) 4th 
grade girls. We went onto the stage; he introduced 
me and said, “Here talk to them while I go get your 
friend.” And he left. “Oh my gosh, what am I going 
to do?” I picked up a piece of chalk and began to 
draw pictures on the blackboard. I drew a map of 
the U.S. and one of Taiwan and a ship steaming its 
way between the two. We had a great conversation 
about who I was and how I got there. In the midst 
of all of this attention a hand shot up. The question: 
“Will you sing us a song?”  Embarrassed, I prom-
ised one after my friend arrived.  Following Cheng’s 
suggestion we sang “What a Friend We Have in 
Jesus.”

Over the next several months, whenever we were 
in port, Cheng and I explored much of the Kaohsi-
ung metropolitan area on his motorcycle. One day 
we stopped at the reservoir that supplied the city 
with its water. Cheng went running up to one of 
the guards at the gate and told him that I was his 
brother. They thought he was nuts, but I knew what 
he meant, and he tried to explain it to them. I don’t 
think they were convinced. 

That time with Cheng was one of the most mem-
orable in my life. He told me that I was always 
welcome in his home (much to the chagrin of his 
wife). After my enlistment was over, I returned to 
the Pacific Northwest and a new chapter in my life, 
but I will never forget Meng Cheng Wong and my 
time in Kaohsiung, a true Christian fellowship.
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Where have all the tigers gone? Continued

                                In the Interim - Comments from Joan

There is an old saying that the more things change the more they stay the same.  I keep re-
minding myself of that as we move week by week through our life in the midst of COVID.  
We began in-person services at both 8:00 and 10:30 for a very few weeks.  Recently with 

the rise in cases both in “America” and on Whidbey Island, it doesn’t seem safe or prudent to con-
tinue to do this.  So, we have returned to live-stream only for the time being.  That is the change.  
The things that stay the same, however, are what we are doing: we are gathering as a community 
and we are worshiping together, yet apart.  It’s not ideal, but then few things in this life are ideal.  

When I began as your Interim, the Vestry and I drew up a “Mutual Ministry Agreement” detailing 
three goals we hoped to accomplish.  That was completed in February 2020.  But then of course in 
March things changed with the requirement that we stop holding gatherings.  Recently we reviewed 
the Mutual Ministry Agreement as required.  Of course much of what we had planned we are 
unable to complete in this environment.  However, we have accomplished a good deal of the goals 
simply in other ways.  We have adapted and we will continue to adapt.  

The community and congregation named St. Augustine’s-in-the-Woods has been through many 
times of both joy and adversity, peace and struggle and we have always adapted and continued the 
great tradition of ministry.  Our patron saint, Augustine of Canterbury, was sent from the relative 
security of Rome to the wilderness of Britannia to convert the people to Christianity.  It was not 
easy and Augustine needed all of the gifts of adaptability and patience that God had given him.  
One of the principle concerns facing Augustine was the desire for the people to ‘conform’ to the 
accepted customs.  In seeking advice from the Pope, Augustine was advised to “…mediate between 
custom and conversion, chart a course through human diversity that tolerates a broad middle 
way.”  In this way, from the very beginning Anglicanism chose to follow a “middle way” in being 
Church, a way that has room for a diversity of opinion, a way that is “adaptable” under all kinds of 
circumstances. 

As we approach yet another period of uncertainty about when we can return to church, another 
period of worship in alien ways, another period when we cannot gather in community, it is well to 
remember our patron saint and choose to adapt and not lose heart.

Joan
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Faith Step for 
December

Memorize today’s verse.  
Life changes, but Jesus never will. 
Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today, 
and forever. Hebrews 13:8 (KJV)

From Mornings with Jesus 2020: Daily 
Encouragement for Your Soul, used with 
permission of Guideposts
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In 1984 my husband and I spent time in Scot-
land where he presented a scientific paper at a 
meeting in Glasgow.  Expecting a tired indus-

trial city, by surprise we discovered Glasgow to be 
lively and delightful.  The Lord Mayor, hoping to 
attract more such events, hosted a grand dinner for 
the gathered scientists in their splendid art gallery.  
While Dick was in meetings I explored lovely gar-
dens, Whistler’s childhood home, and meandered 
into several churches.  Long interested in Celtic 
spirituality and the life of St. Columba, I had been 
hoping we could visit the island of Iona, accessible 
from Glasgow via a train ride to Oban, a bus ride 
across to Mull and then a ferry to the island, but 
it was not to be.  Plans had already been made to 
connect with people in York, England, and then to 
head back home.  

Yorkminster, the ancient, grand, Gothic ca-
thedral, suffered a devastating fire just weeks 

before we got there.  Full of soot, the church smelled 
awful and there were pieces of architecture strewn 
around the floor, marked with the locations from 
which they had fallen.  It was a terrible sight to 
take in as I remembered how overwhelmingly 
beautiful that cathedral had been the first time I 
visited.  Restoration efforts had already begun, but 
a daunting amount of cleaning and rebuilding lay 
ahead.  Where Glasgow had proved to be a delight-
ful surprise, visiting York was heartbreaking.  As 
we headed to the train station to begin the journey 
home, I reflected on how easily expectations can be 
thrown to the winds by surprises—some pleasing, 
some very disappointing.  

While waiting for the train in York, Dick went 
back into the station to buy a newspaper.  I 

was waiting on the platform with our bags when an 
older woman suddenly came up to me and said “I 
see you are wearing a cross so you must be a  

Christian.  Have you ever been to Iona?”

I told her I was a follower of Jesus, but that I had 
never been to the island.  She then told me this 

story: “My husband’s death a few weeks ago has 
completely undone me.  Last Saturday my sister, 
worried about me, wanted me to go with her and 
her husband to Iona for a day.  I’ve never been a 
believer and didn’t want to leave home, but she 
insisted, so I gave in.  It took a long time to get 
there and it rained most of the way.  Finally on the 
island, we took a narrow path up a long hill where 
we planned to picnic.  They went on ahead while I 
paused to look at the sea.  Suddenly I was overcome 
by a feeling of peace like nothing I’ve ever experi-
enced before and I knew in some mysterious way 
that my husband was all right.  I guess it was God 
letting me know.” As the train approached, smiling, 
I turned to the woman and said simply, “Yes, I’ve 
been to Iona.” 

Have You Ever Been to Iona?

While waiting for the train 
in York... an older woman 
suddenly came up to me and 
said “... Have you ever been 
to Iona?”

Susan Gaumer
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Thin places” in the Celtic tradition are locations 
where the distance between heaven and earth 

is felt to be diminished, the presence of God is expe-
rienced as very near.  Iona has long been described 
as such a “thin place” where life-giving spiritual 
encounters are known to have happened.  Many 
people make pilgrimages to Iona seeking spiritual 
refreshment and closer encounters with holiness.  
The woman from York had had no such spiritual 
expectations; that God touched her there was surely 
God’s doing, not hers.  I understood and identi-
fied deeply with her experience of the holy on that 
island, although my actual visit to Iona wouldn’t 
happen for more than twenty years.  

Expectations were high as my husband and I flew 
to Scotland as part of my sabbatical pilgrimage 

in 2007.  We were to join the Iona Community for 
a weeklong ecumenical experience, something we 
had looked forward to for years.  Upon our arriv-
al in Edinburgh we learned that our luggage had 
gone to Amsterdam and could not be delivered 
out to Iona.  Joining the pilgrimage two days late 
wasn’t easy because a community of the faithful 
had already largely formed, but we made our way in 
slowly as delayed pilgrims.  Worship in the ancient 
abbey was meaningful; kitchen duties assigned to 
our group helped us get to know a few folks.  A few 
days later we elected to take the “long hike” that 
would cover much of the island.  It was a beauti-
ful day, but hard going up steep inclines; skirting 
swampy bogs proved to be challenging in the low 
areas.  Needing to jump over a boggy place, I saw 
hands reaching out to help me as I slipped, but not 
quite in time.  I ended up knee-deep in mud, feeling 

very foolish.  Was this turning out to be a spiritual 
experience in a holy place? Not really! 

But then, at the top of a hill, we looked out over 
the water toward Ireland.  Our guide told us 

that this was the place where Columba probably 
landed with twelve of his companions.  I recalled 
that Columba, a learned Christian monk, had got-
ten into a dispute about a translation of the psalms 
that became a political nightmare for him and then 
got him banished from his Irish monastic commu-
nity.  Did they really make him and his compan-
ions set out by sea in wicker and animal skin boats, 
currachs, with only an oar to steer, utterly dependent 
on the wind and tides to deposit them on land 
somewhere or else be driven out into the ocean to 
perish?

Surely falling into a bog was not as bad as all that! 
As I sat there in the sunshine the trials and trib-

ulations of the past few days slipped away.  I relaxed, 
feeling a deep kinship with Columba, whose own 
pilgrimage to Iona had been far from easy.  Credited 
with bringing Christianity to Scotland, Columba 
encountered hardships I could not even imagine, 
yet here I was in that same place, inspired by his 
sense of Godly purpose, surrounded by the fruits 
of his holy intent.  God was with Columba, a true 
pilgrim, and he surely knew it.  In that place I, too, 
sensed the near presence of Christ.  There on that 
beach I could say again with a smile, “Yes, I’ve been 
to Iona,” knowing the place for what it is—a “thin 
place” where God’s surprising nearness brings hope 
that exceeds expectations and turns dreams into 
reality. 

“
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Likewise, show me a weed, and I can hardly resist bending down to pull it, then, next thing I know, 
I have a whole handful of  other weeds which I found right next to the first.  And then, there I am 
-- probably in my nightgown and robe taking a morning stroll around the yard just to see ‘what’s 
going on’ -- and I’m gardening again!  It happens all the time ... most all year.  

I Never Met A Weed I 
Didn’t Want To Pull! 

An irresistible urge to take a piece of freshly popped popcorn from the bowl, and then, keep 
eating -- so hard to stop!!  

Jan Skubi



What could really be better?!

But it’s more than pulling weeds.  It’s about tending the garden.  Nurturing it, watering, feeding 
and then appreciating the plants for their contribution to our lives.  Whether they supply food, 
beauty or fragrance, they can inspire us and calm us.  They remind me of  God’s unlimited power 
and creativity that conceived of  a system that allows for continual adaptation -- like the turning of  
pieces in a kaleidoscope.  Beautiful and amazing.  

In Genesis 2:15 we read, “The Lord God took the man and placed him in the garden of  Eden to 
work it and watch over it.” Remember, too, God made man from the earth.  For humans there is 
something so fundamental and instinctive in putting hand to soil and plant to tend them.  We are 
of  them, we can relate.  

Recent scientific research into plants and trees has revealed them to be busy communicating with 
one another.  Sharing food and nutrients, defending, competing and aware, possibly in ways we 
have yet to discover.  

It’s a mysterious process -- from a tiny seed, a tentative little root reaching down, then a sprout, 
gently reaching out and bursting forth above soil.  Every giant redwood had to begin the same way.  
Scientists and biologists can explain the stages in detail, but the LIFE in the seed … all that it’s 
capable of  … is God’s mystery.  We too, are certainly no less complicated; the seed of  life in each 
of  us, all that potential.  It’s marvelous! 

Put a piece of  cardboard over a seedling and leave it there a couple of  weeks and you will find a 
dead seedling.  Deprived of  the light it can’t grow.  We can do the same to one another.  If  we shut 
others out, prevent the Light God gives to us to reach our neighbors, they may not be as healthy as 
they could be.  And neither will we be.  God shows His love through the light.  Jesus is the ultimate 
Light of  the world.  We are directed not to put our light under a bushel basket but let it shine in the 
world.  

Feeling stressed during all this mess?  Have you stepped outside lately?  Breathed in the fresh air 
and strode out into the beauty God created?  It could make all the difference.  

9
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Walking with the Celtic Saints

St. Winifred
of Wales

Ted Brookes

In the November edition of The Light we decided to depart on a new path for our series on 
“Walking with the Celtic Saints.”  On this particular adventure we wanted to acquaint you with 
some of the less known, but very important and quite influential women Celtic saints who, in 

many instances, were the backbone of the Celtic Christian movement in Ireland, Great Britain, 
and Brittany.  These women were religious leaders in their regions, often equal to their male coun-
terparts.  They were also spiritual heads of their congregations in monasteries, convents, and/or 
churches.

Thus, we humbly ask you to walk with these particular saints for a better understanding of  the 
unique nature of  Celtic Christianity.  The saint we chose to walk with in this edition is St. Winifred 
of  Wales.

According to legend, Winifred was the daughter of  a Welsh nobleman from the area of  
Flintshire.  Her mother was Wenlo, sister of  the Welsh St. Beuno.  From early childhood Winifred 
had been devout and felt called to devote her life to God.  Subsequently, her parents gave her 
permission to become a nun.

Winifred established a convent at Holywell and was Abbess there for eight years.  She then went on 
a pilgrimage to seek a place of  rest.  After several stops along the way, she ultimately entered the 
double monastery (men and women) at Gwytherin in Wales near the source of  the River Elwy.  She 
later succeeded her mother’s aunt, St. Thenoia, as Abbess.

Winifred died at Gwytherin about 660 AD and her relics were placed in typically Celtic house-
shaped reliquary with ornamental metal work.  Her relics were transferred to Shrewsbury Abbey in 
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1138.  At the same time, the “Legend of  St. Winifrede” was written.  The story of  the Normans 
taking her relics to the abbey is told in Ellis Peters’s first volume of  her Caedfael Chronicles, A 
Morbid Taste for Bones.

Pilgrims come from all over the world to bathe in St. Winifred’s Well at Holywell where many are 
said to find cures for their maladies.

Much of  St. Winifred’s life consists of  legend.  However, there seems to be some legitimacy to her 
story.  Winifred was said to have had her head cut off  by a suitor, Prince Caradoc, while she was 
fleeing to a nearby church.  A well sprang up from the earth were her severed head lay.  St. Beuno 
picked up her head and put it back on her body as he prayed over her.  Significantly, it is also said 
that St. Winifred had a scar around her neck her whole life, while her brother, Owain, is said to 
have killed Prince Caradoc as a revenge for the crime.

St. Winifred’s Feast Day is November 3.  She is venerated in the Anglican Communion, the Eastern 
Orthodox Church, and the Roman Catholic Church. 

By Amanda Slater from Coventry, West Midlands, UK - Shrewsbury Cathedral, CC BY-SA 
2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=64158518
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Ivory-billed  
Woodpecker  
Gone forever?

God’s Disappearing Creatures

Ted Brookes

The Ivory-billed woodpecker is one of the largest woodpeckers in the world.  It is 
about 51 centimeters tall and has a wingspan of 76 centimeters.  Ivory-billed wood-
peckers are mostly black with two white stripes down the neck and large white pan-

els on the upper wings.  Their most prominent feature is a substantial ivory-colored bill.  This spe-
cies is native to the bottomland hardwood forests and temperate forests of the Southeastern United 
States and Cuba.

Destruction of  its forest habitat, mainly from intense logging, caused a severe population decline 
in the 1880s.  Only a small number of  the species survived into the 20th century.  It was thought to 
have gone extinct in the middle of  this time frame.  However, the bird was rediscovered in 2005 in 
the “Big Woods” region of  eastern Arkansas.

From 2006 to 2016, the Cornell Lab of  Ornithology was involved in efforts to relocate the Ivory-
billed woodpecker in the southeastern U.S. after the credible sightings in Arkansas.  Significantly, 
teams searched more than 523,000 acres in 8 states.  Sadly, there was no definitive evidence 



found of  surviving Ivory-billed woodpeckers in the wild.

As an aside, Native Americans used Ivory-billed woodpeckers for decorations.  A thriving bill 
trade existed across much of  North America.  Archeologists have discovered Ivory-billed skulls far 
outside the range of  the woodpecker.

The Fish and Wildlife Service has developed a comprehensive recovery plan for the Ivory-billed 
woodpecker.  The Service and its conservation partners are ready to implement the plan if  there is 
any change in the status of  the species such as new photographic evidence, video, reported location 
of  the birds, or active nest(s).

The Fish and Wildlife Service was hopeful that field searches would lead to additional evidence 
that the Ivory-billed woodpecker still existed in eastern Arkansas and other parts of  its historic 
range.  There is some evidence to support this theory, but nothing conclusive.

The Ivory-billed woodpecker is among 24 bird species in the Western Hemisphere considered to 
be “lost”.  These species have been designated as “Critically Endangered” by the International 
Union for the Conservation of  Nature.  This designation acknowledges that the species may not be 
extinct, but there are no known surviving birds.  It is unfortunate that the Fish and Wildlife Service 
recovery plan could not have been implemented earlier to preserve the Ivory-billed woodpecker 
population.  We have to reconcile ourselves to the fact that this beautiful creature is gone forever. 

James T. Tanner’s photographs of the ivory-billed woodpecker with guide J.J. Kuhn were believed to be the only 
pictures of a living nestling, circa 1938.

13
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I have always been envious of people I have known who experience thin places or have experiences 
which transcend the “normal” world.  I have been touched to my core by the beauty of sunlight 
reflecting off the hills around Penn Cove or the marvelous sunsets we get in the evening.  Tak-

ing the ferry across in the early morning, the sunlight bouncing off mountains and waves as the 
boat cuts through the ocean fills me with such awe and wonder of creation.  These experiences for 
me are not transcendent in that they are of the “normal” world.  They are anchored in the material, 
concrete, tangible, but stunning world.

Several years ago, I had the good fortune to go on Frank and Teresa’s pilgrimage to Wales and 
Ireland.  On our second day in Wales, we attended the worship and choral worship at the Cathedral 
of  St. David, the patron saint of  Wales.  Afterwards we walked the stunningly beautiful and wild 
coastal path along St Bride’s Bay until we came upon St. Non’s Well.  According to legend, St. Non 
was in the last stages of  pregnancy when she found herself  out in a stormy night on the windswept 
coast.  She went into labor; the pain of  the birth so intense that Non grasped a rock, retaining the 
print of  her fingers to this day.  A spring emerged during the thunderstorm the stone apparently 
split in two when it was hit by lightning accompanied by a golden light from the heavens, which 
surrounded mother and child.  St. Non submerged herself, nude, in the waters, to re-emerge ecstatic 
and shuddering, and for a split second appeared like the very spirit of  the well.  This became St. 
Non’s Well.

We gathered around the well, which was accessed by a stretch of  pavers and then some stone 
steps leading down to the water.  A plain-vaulted stone hood covered a trapezoidal cut in the rock 
below, from which water flowed into a basin and then into a spillway where it disappeared into the 
ground.  We each in turn approached the well and our guide poured the waters upon our hands.  I 
rubbed the waters between and into my hands.  A tingling started on the surface which spread into 
my hands then up my arms.  I had to sit on one of  the stone benches scored into the side of  the 
depression to regain my balance so I didn’t embarrass myself.  I was consciousness of  energy filling 
my whole being, of  removing me from where I was, to something or somewhere I really didn’t 
know.  I was still sitting there, but also not.  It wasn’t a vision or out of  body experience.  It was my 
whole being wrapped in a swirl of  joyful wonder.

I have used the water of  St.  Non’s Well from time to time before I laid hands on people when 
I was the presider at the Healing service during the prayers for healing.  I have never though 
recaptured the experience of  Non’s Well. 

At Non’s Well
Brian Reid
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“So what exactly makes a place thin? “It’s easier to say what a thin place is not. A thin 
place is not necessarily a tranquil place, or a fun one, or even, a beautiful one, though it may 
be all of those things too. Disney World is not a thin place. Nor is Cancún. Thin places relax 
us, yes, but they also transform us — or, more accurately, unmask us. In thin places, we be-
come our more essential selves.” (Weiner, 2012)

Thin places are the kind where – without someone else telling you -- you know you are in the presence of 
the whole, holy, complete, valuable, real stuff of life. In such places, there 
is little need for words to talk about God, because God IS in such places. 
And we and ALL of Creation are together there with “curious humility,” 
in God (Hiebert, 2020). The powers of such places are what Dietrich Bon-
hoeffer called “gracious powers” because they shelter rather than oppress. 

Thick places go the other way.  There also – without someone else telling you – you 
feel the thickness of places that move you further and further away from 
the whole, holy, complete, valuable, real stuff of life.  The power of thick 
places is oppressive, pushing us down and apart from each other and 
Creation. In thick places our connections to God, Creation, to our essen-
tial selves, and to each other are squashed and diminished. And there, we 
“cede our hope to sorrow” (Charleston), disconnection, and fear. 

I can tell you about some of the thin places I have experienced, but infor-
mation about a place isn’t what makes it thin.  We come across such places 
because of a constellation between ourselves, the place, all we bring with 
us to that place, and our capacities, small or great, for welcoming the com-
ing together of all of that in this place, at this time.

For me, one of those constellations is found in Seattle across a few blocks of the International Dis-
trict that include:

St. Peter’s Episcopal Church  
1610 South King St.: Where, because of Executive Order #9066, the St. Peter’s, congregation paid 
their diocesan assessment in advance before being forcibly removed to “unjustified incarceration” for 
three years at Minidoka, Jerome, Idaho. http://www.panamahotelseattle.com/ 

Nisei Veteran’s Committee 
1212 South King St.: Where, the legacies of Japanese American soldiers, are preserved and hon-
ored, especially the 442nd Regimental Combat Team, (WWII), composed of almost  all Japanese 
American soldiers, the most decorated unit in U.S. military history. https://www.nvcfoundation.org/

THIN PLACES  
A  R e f l e c t i o n  a n d  A  P r a y e r

Kathryn Rickert

http://www.panamahotelseattle.com/
https://www.nvcfoundation.org/


Thin Places A Reflection and a Prayer: Continued

Panama Hotel 
605 1/2 South Main St.: Where, looking down into the basement of the hotel, you can see a trunk 
containing belongings still in storage from 1942. http://www.panamahotelseattle.com/

Japanese Cultural & Center 
1414 South Weller: Where, from 1915 to this day, Japanese and Japanese American culture and 
heritage are being shared and honored, and where some families lived for five years after the war was 
over because they had no other place to go. https://www.jcccw.org/about-us 
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That constellation of  place, the people I know who lived that history, and what I soak up from 
what happened there make it a thin place for me. This place “unmasks” the grief, anger, and 
humiliation of  what went on in that neighborhood not that long ago. And yet, while I do know it 
to be a thin place, I have only inadequate words for describing the “gracious powers” I encounter 
there. When I go to that place, or for that matter, even when I think about it as I am doing now 
by writing this, I am not the same. I am called and moved beyond words into a place of  gratitude, 
grief, and awe. 

So, a place that I experience as thin may not be a thin place for you.  When we do come upon such 

http://www.panamahotelseattle.com/
https://www.jcccw.org/about-us
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places, it is almost always a surprise and seldom the stuff  of  expectation or preparation.   Thin 
places do not invade. Overloaded lives welcomed. Nevertheless, it is my observation that our 
interest and willingness to welcome such beauty and pain will bear fruit.

The are many ways of  encountering thin places, wherever they happen to be.  It doesn’t necessarily 
require a passport, plane tickets, a lot of  time, money, effort, etc.  And certainly, those things may 
lead to amazing thin places. Whatever the way may be for you, it will have something to do with 
your “essential self ”, the very best of  who you are, and it will feed your soul.

A Prayer for Thin Places 
Holy One, 

we rejoice for the thin places in our lives,  
especially the ones where we live, 

here on Whidbey Island.  
May we be surprised, moved, and opened  

by all of the thin places that come upon us. 

We give you thanks for seven-hundred-year-old trees,  
15-thousand-year-old bluffs,  

mushrooms that opened last night,  
and for the thin place 

just outside of our window. 

May we find you and each other there, and be bound together with you and  
all of Creation. 

In the Name of Creator of Thin Places. Amen.

Note: This article was prompted by an invitation from Kathryn Rickert, a few years back to the 
people of  St. Augustine’s to make local pilgrimages to various thin places, aka sacred sites, around 
the Pacific Northwest. That invitation still stands. So, until that is possible you have the web 
addresses to make a virtual pilgrimage any time you wish. 
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Before I moved to Whidbey Island, my friends who didn’t attend church talked about how 
they worshiped in nature.  In Texas.  When we moved here we heard the same thing from 
our “unchurched” friends, but here it actually made sense.  I could imagine entering a “Thin 

Place” in the myriad of beautiful places we enjoy here.  When I visited Iona, Scotland, on pilgrim-
age a few years ago with Frank and Teresa, I waited for the wonder of experiencing this famously 
Thin Place.  It didn’t happen.  

Looking back on my life, I think my Thin Place experience occurred in the Chapel of St. Joseph’s 
Hospital in Bryan, Texas.  Daddy had a massive heart attack and while his surgery was successful, 
he had a reaction to the medication and had a full organ bleed in his lungs.  He couldn’t breathe on 
his own and was on a ventilator.  In the ICU, we could visit him for 5 minutes three times a day.  
Even in this situation he was his usual cheerful self, never complaining, but day after day passed 
with no improvement.  The tubes running from his lungs were never free of blood; when the doctors 
would try to remove him from the ventilator, he could only breathe on his own for a few minutes.  
Other families with whom we shared the ICU waiting room left, either with a loved one whose 
health improved or to plan a funeral.  While we were there, two other patients experienced the full 
organ bleed.  They did not survive.  We kept praying and hoping and putting on happy faces when 
we visited daddy but were in fact losing hope as days passed.  

After two weeks of little sleep and frustration over how helpless we were, I found myself feeling 
unreasonable but understandable anger.  With God.  In the wee hours of one cold night I decided 
I had to do something.  I made my way to the Chapel and after sitting in the dark, trying to calm 
myself, I began to talk to God.  And the longer I talked, the angrier I became and I found myself 
yelling at the candlelit altar and cross.  Daddy was a wonderful Christian who always put others 
first.  He was a hard worker who never earned much money but provided the basics for his family, 
supplemented by unconditional love.  He didn’t deserve this.  My final plea to God was to either 
take him, relieving his suffering, or to heal him.  I was ready to let him go to a better place if need 
be.  That was one of the hardest things I asked of God.  

Finally spent, I just sat quietly.  All of a sudden the weight lifted off my heart and I knew God 
heard my pleas.  Within days daddy was moved to Cardiac Care and then home and we had him 
for five more wonderful years.  I have felt God in other diverse and unrelated places but truly believe 
my Thin Place was a small room with wooden chairs and lit by candles. 

X
A Thin Place  

In Texas
Nancy Ruff
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When I heard that Ray Haman had 
died on October 31, I remembered 
interesting conversations I had with 

him about his service in World War II and the 
fortunate occurrence 75 years ago that ended the 
War in the Pacific and saved his life.  I had also 
talked with Pete Vandegrift, who was stationed 
in the Philippines and set for the invasion, and 
Pete Snyder, an Annapolis graduate, who was 
waiting offshore on a destroyer for the invasion.  
All three expressed gratitude and relief that the 
war was ended and the invasion cancelled.

On November 1, 1945, Operation Olympian 
was to commence by sea on Kyushu, Japan.  
This planned invasion of Japan was an attempt 
to change the direction of World War II, to 
stem the tide of military deaths of both US and 
Allied soldiers in Asia and the South Pacific 
and to hopefully prevent any additional Jap-
anese aggression on our home shores.   Army 
Major-General Hugh Casey said that “anyone 
sending troops ashore there was a murderer” as 
military  planners knew that the 450,000 Allied 
troops invading Kyushu faced over 917,000 Jap-
anese troops on land, 12,700 kamikaze aircraft 
and suicide boats poised to destroy the ships full 
of soldiers. 

It was well known that the Japanese would fight 
back fiercely.  Americans had suffered 12,613 
deaths in the battle of Okinawa, the first Allied 
attack on Japanese territory.  The War Depart-
ment estimated that 400,000 to 800,000 Amer-
icans would die as the war continued.  Japan 
estimated that 20 million of their countrymen 
would die defending their homeland.  But the 
two August 1945 atomic bomb attacks against 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki convinced Emperor 
Hirohito to finally initiate surrender as he said, 
“The enemy had begun to employ a most cru-
el bomb.  We should not continue fighting for 
that would result in the ultimate collapse and 
obliteration of our country”. The surrender was 
official August 15 and Operation Olympian was 
cancelled.  

Our beloved Ray Haman, Pete Vandegrift, and 
Pete Snyder were spared and lived to be pow-
erful influences of love and wisdom on people 
whose lives they touched, both in their time in 
the parish and in their lives after the war.  I will 
be eternally grateful. 

SPARED
Those Among Us

Bill Carruthers
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Our Christian faith has survived crucifix-
ion, persecution, plagues and famine, 
inquisition, and human cruelty of every 

kind, not through institutions and governments, 
but by the unbroken line of personal witness.

“Therefore, since we are surrounded by 
such a great cloud of witnesses, let us 
throw off everything that hinders and the 
sin that so easily entangles.  And let us run 
with perseverance the race marked out for 
us”  --Hebrews 12:1

As Canon Joan has encouraged us to invest the 
talents of grace God has given each of us for 
maximum return of grace to others, we are in-
spired by the cloud of witnesses that surrounds us 
and the individual witness of those known to us 
personally.

I think of Egon and Laina Molbak.  The race they 
have run in this life has not been a straight and 
easy path, but throughout their marathon they 
have always witnessed to their faith.

The life of my family intersected the Molbaks’ 
in a number of ways.  In 1957 my Polish grand-
mother was the Seattle Garden Club’s prize 
winner for the best chrysanthemums.  Little did 
she know that a young Seattle nursery man, who 
left the ruin of war-torn Denmark, was coming 
after her prize.  Within a few years Egon had 
bred a new short stem mum that forever changed 

the mum world from the realm of cut flowers to 
include ornamental planting.

Molbak Greenhouse soon became a household 
name in greater Seattle, but Egon, who always 
considered himself a “grower,” not a retail busi-
nessman, kept the faith through all the difficulties 
of managing a growing business.  Throughout the 
challenges, the Molbaks were careful to give back 
through their endowment for the eastside YMCA 
and their churches, St. Thomas in Medina and St. 
Augustine’s in the Woods.

Egon and Laina’s special connection to Whidbey 
Island came through a summer home on Sun-
light Beach.   I grew up a part of this special tribe, 
our parents all proud owners of modest cabins 
in this personal Valhalla.  It was amazing to me, 
the large number of first and second generation 
immigrant families -- lots of Scandinavians for 
sure, but also Irish, Poles, Austrian, Italians, Scots 
and Germans, all from “the Greatest Generation,” 
eager to accept one another no matter their occu-
pation or political bent.

Do younger generations have a comparable cloud 
of witness to inspire them? I guess that would be 
up to us. In the meantime, we at St. Augustine’s 
in the Woods can rejoice to have Egon still with 
us.  

From all your parish and beach friends we wish 
you a blessed 95th year, Egon! 

The Cloud  
of Witnesses
Bill Skubi
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We seem to be ironing out the kinks 
in our streaming services, thanks to 
the work of Barry, Molly, Joan, and 

others.  In scaling back dimensions of the service 
generally, and especially the use of music -- since 
singing, alas, has been declared dangerous-- I 
have been exploring our Hymnal 1982 for short 
voluntaries.  

Even after living with this book for two-thirds 
of  my career, it continues to surprise me with 
the variety and musical depth it contains.  

The hymns, themselves, are the texts –- a rich 
treasury of devotional poetry.  But equally rich, 
from an organist’s point of view, are the variet-
ies of musical styles and textures ranging from 
Gregorian chant through the latest (1980) in 
liturgical composition.  This variety is a far cry, 
one might think, from how we remember the 
standard Protestant hymns of our youth: four 
lines, four verses, four voices, four to the mea-
sure.  The Hymnal 1982 brought us forward two 
generations from the Hymnal 1940.  

As great a leap as this was in the expansion of  
modern hymnody, I have found the Lutheran 
ELW (Evangelical Lutheran Worship, 2006) to bring 
us forward by another generation.  In our bulle-
tin, we label hymns chosen from that collection 
with an “E” before the number, though we have 
kept to our Hymnal 1982 for the current time.  

The tune to which a hymn text is set has its own 
name, usually printed in italics.  It has a musical 
beauty of its own, without the need of a text.  

So I have been exploring some of this musical 
richness for preludes and postludes, identifying 
them in the bulletin with the Hymnal reference.  
If they make you hear a text, that is okay.  

I consider the St. Augustine’s congregation to 
be the most fun I have ever had accompanying.  
You sing with gusto, even recognizing differenc-
es between loud hymns and soft.  I believe we 
have a repertoire of  about 200 hymns, an un-
usually large number, but still less than one-third 
of  the book.  

Why don’t we sing them all? Partly because we 
like our favorites so much.  Why don’t we sing 
more old favorites? Because there are such beau-
tiful new ones to sing.  It’s all part of  the Great 
Balance of  the Universe! 

So that must be how so many hymn tunes have 
continued to elude me even now; even though 
I’ve played through the whole book more than 
once ... haven’t I? 

Another note: Our organ has 8 separate ranks 
of  pipes.  I have found that the brighter sounds 
of  the upper pitches do not transmit well 
through the internet, and have been using only 
the “foundation stops.” Thus there is not much 
variety of  tone.  Fortunately, our organ is of  
such quality that one can listen a long time (all 
afternoon) without growing tired of  it.  One day 
(soon?) we will again be able to “open it up,” 
when we can all sing together.  

Thank you for providing me a reserved seat as 
your parish musician 

A Few Notes from the 
Organ Bench 

David Bach [I mean] Locke
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In the scores of books that have been written about the Scottish island of Iona, it’s likely you will 
encounter the phrase “thin place,” but I’d be surprised if the word insomnia will ever appear.  
But these are forever linked in my mind whenever I recall the first time I visited that storied isle 

in the Hebrides.

It was in 2008, and Frank and I were part of  a Celtic pilgrimage led by the Revs. Herbert O’Driscoll 
and Marcus Losack, two men who would become our mentors in the pilgrimage ministry that we 
later came to share.  At the time neither of  us knew what God had in store for us when we set foot 
on that windswept beachhead of  Irish Christianity established in 563 by St. Columba, a scion of  
the royal house of  O’Neill.  One of  the things I did come to know, amid the wonder of  discovering 
ancient holy sites and worshipping with the contemporary ecumenical Christian body, the Iona 
Community, was that I slept very little for three nights, yet I was full of  energy and joy.  (No, I am 
not bipolar.)

A few years later I picked up a travel magazine on an airline flight and was astounded to read 
that my experience had been reported by a number of  people who visited that place.  The writer 
suggested this may be the result of  some kind of  psychic sensitivity certain people possess, but 
since that time I have discovered that some of  the most down-to-earth pilgrims of  my personal 
acquaintance have their own Iona stories to tell, none identical to mine but all extraordinary.

So for me and for many others, whether or not they characterize themselves as Christian pilgrims, 

A Trinity of Thin Places

St. Kevin

St. Melangell

The Abbey at Iona

Teresa Di Biase
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Iona is truly a “thin place.”  It is, to use the description offered by the ancient Celts, a place where 
the veil between heaven and earth is exceedingly sheer.  Not all thin places manifest themselves 
in paranormal ways, but for everyone I know who has told me of  a personal thin place, their 
experience is one of  heightened awareness of  the Divine and frequently, of  the Communion of  
Saints. 

Some thin places make themselves known as emphatically as a rainstorm; others penetrate our 
consciousness gently, like the morning mist.  For me one of  the latter lies in a remote valley at 
the foot of  the Berwyn range in central Wales.  It is the shrine of  St. Melangell, who was roughly 
contemporaneous with St. Columba.  An Irish princess who had fled to Wales to escape an 
unwanted marriage, she lived as a hermit, eventually attracting many by her holy life and gifts of  
healing.  It is said she also once attracted the attention of  a young prince pursuing a hare, which 
managed to escape by taking refuge under Melangell’s robe.  She must have possessed that saintly 
combination of  gentleness and power, for not only did the prince refrain from having his way with 
either the hare or the unprotected virgin, he gave Melangell a parcel of  land on which to found 
an abbey, which became a sanctuary for all.  Today there exists a small 12th century stone church 
on the site of  the former abbey, which also houses the relics of  the beloved saint.  The church 
continues as a refuge and place of  healing to this day, and for me and many others, the holiness of  
this prayer-soaked spot is palpable.  

To complete the trinity of  personal thin places (although I could write of  many more besides), I 
will mention one in Ireland that has become a national park – Glendalough, which means the Valley 
of  the Two Lakes in Gaelic.  Here the austere St. Kevin, another contemporary of  Columba and 
Melangell, founded a monastery.  Except for a delightful story told of  Kevin’s care for a blackbird, 
which had made a nest in his uplifted hand as he prayed unmoving for hours, I’m not very partial to 
Kevin, who seems to have been a misogynist.  But among the later medieval ruins of  his monastery 
there is the Church of  St. Mary.  Outside the main monastic enclosure and adjoining a cemetery 
where unbaptized children may have been buried, St. Mary’s came to be associated specifically 
with women, giving it its alternative name, the Women’s Church.  As one pilgrimage guide puts it, 
“…this is the place where the feminine spirit expressed itself  in the past and where it can still be 
touched and appreciated in a powerful way for those who are prepared to stay here for a while.”  
We have been told by pilgrims we take to Ireland that the time we have spent at the Women’s 
Church, praying and giving thanks for the women who have nurtured, challenged and inspired us 
on our journey, has been deeply significant. Although I have written of  faraway locations, it’s not 
necessary to travel long distances or to visit sites associated with canonized saints to experience 
a thin place.  Have you ever been overcome at the Eucharist or in singing a congregational hymn 
by the sense that God and the “angels, archangels, and all the company of  heaven” are very near?  
Perhaps you have walked along a Whidbey beach or in our woods, conscious of  the presence of  the 
Divine and even of  the generations of  Native Americans who have regarded this land as holy.  If  
you have known any of  these things, then I would say you have also experienced a thin place. 
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When I first met Katrina Brown and saw the 
movie Traces of the Trade about her slave 

trading family,  I was incredibly moved.  Katrina 
Brown’s ancestral family ran the largest slave trad-
ing company in Rhode Island and here this brave 
woman was exposing the truth in a profound and 
powerful way.  She was in the beginning stages 
of her more than eleven year tour of this country, 
showing the movie and telling her story.  As a 
result of her journey, Katrina Brown developed a 
program called “Sacred Ground” which is be-
ing offered in Episcopal Churches around the 
country. We at St. Augustine’s will now have the 
opportunity to participate in a Sacred Ground 
group beginning on Martin Luther King Day - 
January 18 and concluding on March 22.

Sacred Ground is a ten-week program designed 
to build and develop anti-racism skills.   It is built 
around a set of documentary films, two core 
books (Waking Up White by Debby Irving and 
Jesus and the Disinherited by Howard Thurman), 
articles, chapters from other books and groups 
discussions.  The program requires a lot, both 
emotionally and in terms of time: 3-5 hours of 
preparation and an hour and a half for the Zoom 
meetings.   I encourage anyone who is consid-
ering “Sacred Ground”  to look at the informa-
tion provided on the national Episcopal Church 
website:  www.episcopalchurch.org. Once there, 
search for “Sacred Ground”; there is a wealth of 
information!

Who is this program for?  Sacred Ground pro-
vides an opportunity for us to educate ourselves 
and to do the work of confronting our own is-

sues - acknowledged and unacknowledged with  
regard to racism.  Almost without exception, the 
plea from Black people is for White people to 
“do their own work”: i.e. educate ourselves and 
develop a personal plan for how we can work 
toward racial justice.  Sacred Ground is for those 
who may not understand why the issue of racism 
keeps surfacing over and over again. It is for those 
who want to grow spiritually and participate in 
compassionate, and vulnerable discussion with 
others. Most importantly, it is an opportunity to 
develop deeper relationships with other members 
of St. Augustine’s through a thoughtful listening 
process. 

Program Outline and Expectations:

Group Discussions: Mondays from 5:00-6:30.  
January 18 - March 22.  Offered on Zoom.

Group Size:  minimum of 8 people with a maxi-
mum of 14. 

Advance Preparation: There is a syllabus that 
outlines which films to watch and the readings. 
Estimated prep time is 3-5 hours. 

Commitment and Deadline: While I under-
stand that “life happens”, please plan to commit 
to all ten sessions. Once the program starts, we 
will not be able to add new people. Deadline for 
sign-up is January 10. Cost: The program is free. 
The only cost is that of the two books: Waking 
Up White ($19.99) and Jesus and the Disinherited 
($16.00). 

Contact and Sign-Up: The Rev. Dorian Mc-
Glannan - Facilitator dmcglannan5@g mail.com.  

Rev.  
Dorian 
McGlannan 
Facilitator

http://www.episcopalchurch.org
mailto:dmcglannan5@gmail.com
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In-House @ St.Augie’s
REFLECTIONSREFLECTIONS

Rev. Dr. Chris Breuninger

There is a Celtic saying that heaven and earth are only three feet apart, but in the thin  
places that distance is even smaller.  In that place, the veil between heaven and earth be-
comes thinner and one is able to more readily receive a glimpse of the glory of God.

In Scripture, thin places are most often associated with barren wilderness and mountain summits, 
such as Moses in the desert before a burning bush; God’s giving the Ten Commandments on 
Mount Sinai; Jerusalem, the “city set on a hill,” and Jesus’s transfiguration on a mountain.  Wilder-
ness and mountains require a journey away from civilization to a remote place where we have less 
control, are more vulnerable and therefore more receptive to a revelation from heaven to earth.  

I have experienced thin places in European cathedrals, on wilderness treks, and atop mountain 
summits.  In those places, I find refreshment and renewal; my eyes and heart become a bit more 
receptive to the reality of the presence of God.  And as I climb down a mountain back to the valley 
of life, I am graced with a new awareness of the thin places in all of life.  Having seen the glimps-
es of glory in those sacred landscapes, I begin to see glimpses of an alternate reality all around me.  
Back home, I catch a sight of the mountains and stars that proclaim the glory of God.  I hear the 
birdsong outside my window as a song of the glory of God.  The thin veil begins to seem a bit more 
permeable as we begin to see the overlapping reality of heaven and earth, a reality Jesus referred to 
as the Kingdom of Heaven on earth.

But communicating the experience of thin place is challenging.  We live in a post-secular society 
that, on one hand, entertains a cornucopia of silly spiritualities and, on the other hand, maintains 
an implicit skepticism of the supernatural as superstitious or delusional.  In our day, people haven’t 
ceased to believe in anything, but are too prone to believe most anything.  

However, as Christians, especially during Advent, the thick, impermeable cover of secularity be-
comes for us who believe, a thin, permeable veil.  During Advent, we enter an alternate reality with 

Where Heaven Meets Earth



cosmological implications.  We begin in darkness, mourning and lamenting a world waiting in 
exile.  We journey with candles that lighten our darkness illuminating the promises of God’s love, 
hope and joy.  This journey leads to the advent of the Incarnation, where heaven and earth meet in 
Jesus, God enfleshed for us.

This Advent I invite you to reflect on the thin places in your life.  Where is a place that is remote 
and removed from your ordinary routines that refreshes your spirit and opens a door of perception 
to God’s presence? I encourage you to journey to that place and open your mind, body and spirit to 
the Presence of God for you in Christ by the Spirit.  

As you journey, may this Celtic blessing be yours:

Deep peace of the running wave to you. 
Deep peace of the flowing air to you. 
Deep peace of the quiet earth to you. 
Deep peace of the shining stars to you. 
Deep peace of the gentle night to you. 
Moon and stars pour their healing light on you. 
Deep peace of Christ, 
of Christ the light of the world to you. 
Deep peace of Christ to you. 

Where Heaven Meets Earth:  Continued
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Where have all the tigers gone? Continued

Personnel

STAFF
Joan Anthony Interim Rector

Molly Felder-Grimm Parish Administrator 

David Locke Parish Musician

Rob Anderson Bookkeeper

VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP
Susan Sandri Senior Warden 

Barry Haworth Junior Warden

Nancy Ruff Treasurer

VESTRY
Mic Kisinger, Bill Skubi, Susan Sandri, Joan Johnson,  
Meade Brown, Barry Haworth, Celia Metz Clerk

CONVENTION
Gail Corell, Brian Reid, Maureen Masterson, Dann 
Jergenson Delegates 
Devon Irmer, Kathryn Beaumont Alternate Delegates

TABULATORS
Br. Richard Tussey Lead Tabulator
LECTORS
Nancy Ruff Coordinator, Margaret Schultz 8:00,  
Eileen Jackson 10:30 Scheduling
EUCHARISTIC VISITORS
Albert Rose, Margaret Schultz, Diane Lantz
WORSHIP LEADERS
Margaret Schultz 8:00, Eileen Jackson 10:30 
Scheduling
ALTAR GUILD
Frank Shirbroun Contact
CHOIR
David Locke Parish Musician
SOPHIA SINGERS
Melisa Doss, Carole Hansen Coordinators

EDUCATION FOR MINISTRY
Melisa Doss Mentor

GREETERS
Brian Reid Contact and Scheduling

USHERS
Art Taylor 8:00, Jenny Irmer 10:30 Scheduling

ANIMAL MINISTRY
Margaret Schultz, Brian Reid Contacts

ARTS & AESTHETICS
Susan Sandri Chair

GARDENS
Diana Klein Contact

COLUMBARIUM
Beverly Babson Coordinator

ENDOWMENT FUND
Stephen Schwarzmann Chair

EPISCOPAL PEACE FELLOWSHIP
Dick Hall Contact

GREENING
Ted Brookes Chair, Celia Metz Secretary

SUNDAY COFFEE HOUR
Pat Brookes 8:00, Open 10:30 Coordinators

INTEGRITY
Mic Kissinger Convener

MISSION SUNDAY OFFERING
Brian Reid Chair

STEWARDSHIP
Dann Jergenson Chair

QUIET TIME
Chris Lubinski Convener

SCHOLARSHIP
Joan Johnson Chair

ADULT FORUMS
Ted Brookes Director

CARING MINISTRY
Eileen Jackson Chair
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Where have all the tigers gone? Continued

December Calendar

B I R T H D A Y S EVENTS

NOTE:  All activities have been suspended until 
further notice.  With the exception of the Sun-
day Holy Eucharist at 10:30A Live-streamed 
and Wednesday Healing Eucharist at 10A Live-
streamed, the activities listed are done by Zoom.  
Email the office for an invitation:  staugs@
whidbey.com.  Links for the Sunday service and 
the Wednesday Healing Service are added to 
our website each week:    staugustinesepiscopal-
church.org.

2. Healing Eucharist 10A  Live-streamed

3. Lectionary Study Group 3P

4. Cheryl Waide, Shirley Erb

6. Holy Eucharist 10:30A Live-streamed

7. Cleveland Riley

8. Lynne Scapple

9. Pete Snyder, Healing Eucharist 10A 
Live-streamed

10. Albert Rose, Joy Johnson, Lectionary Study 
Group 3P, online Holiday Market begins

11. Laura Valente

12 . Bruce Carpenter, Nettie Snyder

13. Thomas Haven, Holy Eucharist 10:30A 
Live-streamed

15. Mehlahn Murphy, Scott & Sharren 
Anderson

16. Bert & Mary Ann Speir, Healing Eucharist 
10A Live-streamed, Vestry Meeting 3P

17. Lectionary Study Group 3P

18. Fred Ludtke, Haley McConnaughey

19. Brad Portin, Holy Eucharist 10:30A 
Live-streamed

20. Kim Jones

21. Pandora Halstead

22. Elaine Ludtke, Meade Brown & Laura 
Valente, Bill Carruthers & Dr. Nancy Ruff

23. Healing Eucharist 10A Live-streamed

24.  Bernie & Bob Barker, Lectionary Study 
Group 3P

27. Anne Katherine, Holy Eucharist 10:30A 
Live-streamed

30. Hannah McConnaughey, Healing Eucharist 
10A Live-streamed

31. Lectionary Study Group 3P

A N N I V E R S A R I E S
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Where have all the tigers gone? Continued

Vestry Recap October 21, 2020

In view of COVID-19 and the state-mandated closure of public facilities including churches, 
there are no Sunday adult forums scheduled at St. Augustine’s for December.  Instead, once we 
are advised that the stay-at-home order has been rescinded or modified—allowing parishioners 

to gather for church activities—forums will be announced on a weekly basis via the E-pistle email 
and in the pertinent Sunday bulletins.  Each announcement will comprise a specific forum date, 
subject matter, and presenter. 

Adult Forums: December
Ted Brookes Presents

Approved at Vestry Meeting, November 18, 2020

The meeting summarized below were conducted remotely using the Zoom application.  All partici-
pants were able to see and hear one another and to speak to each other in real time.

Interim Report:  Canon Joan reported on the upcoming online Diocesan Convention and on plans 
to hold both services in person on November 1.  The Healing Service and the 8 am Sunday service 
have been in person for some time.  She also said that the final tally of responses to the survey of 
interest for the Profile or Search/Call committees has been completed.

Senior Warden’s Report:  Susan reported that all administrative requirements had been completed 
to close out Lucy’s resignation. 

Junior Warden’s Report:  Barry provided an update on the status from the flood in the church.  
He is working on hallway flooring and replacing the molding in the Library.  There was also an 
inspection of the sprinkler system.  It is approaching its lifespan of 10 years and some components 
may require replacement.
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MSO Donations:  The Vestry approved Island Senior Resources Medical Transportation Program 
as a 4th quarter “Super MSO” for $1,500, and Coupeville Boys & Girls Club and Ryan’s House as 
Central Whidbey MSOs for $1,000 each.  

The Vestry also approved the 12 monthly MSOs for 2021:  Friends of Friends, Helping Hand, The 
Hub Youth Central, Langley, Whidbey Homeless Coalition, Whidbey Veterans Resource Center, 
Readiness to Learn Whidbey, Episcopal Relief & Development, South Whidbey at Home, Whid-
bey Island Nourishes, Gifts from the Heart Food Bank, Hearts & Hammers South Whidbey (2/3) 
and Central Whidbey (1/3); and Island Senior Resources Nutrition Program.  The Vestry also ap-
proved four Central Whidbey organizations as recipients of the 2021 Quarterly Central Whidbey 
MSOs:  Small Miracles, Ryan’s House, Coupeville Boys & Girls Club and Coupeville Hub.

Holiday Market Donations:  The Vestry approved Citizens Against Domestic Abuse and Island 
Senior Resources as the two recipients of the 2020 Holiday Market proceeds.

By-Law Amendments:  The Vestry approved amendment to By-Laws related to composing com-
mittees and approved formal recommendation to the congregation that the parish adopt proposed 
amendments at the Annual Meeting.

Profile and Search Committees:  The Vestry set up the process and timeline for choosing the 
Profile and Search Committee members.  We only have permission at this time to have the Profile 
Committee do planning and not actually create the profile.

Monthly Financial Review:  Treasurer Ruff reviewed the 9/30/20 budget report.  Parishioner 
Barbara Graham is lending her experience with the City of Seattle Engineering Department to the 
researching information/documentation related to the legal status of the “road” going down the 
north boundary of the church to adjoining properties. The Vestry approved placing extra donations 
to a project in the Discretionary Fund.  The Vestry also approved moving assets from inactive funds 
into similar 2021 budget lines and charitable organizations.

Detailed minutes are posted in the hallway off the Narthex after Vestry approval.

The next meeting of the Vestry is Wednesday, December 16, 2020 at 3P.  

If the corona virus self-isolation is still in effect the meeting will be held remotely. 

Vestry Recap: Continued
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The Perch

Standing naked before God in the sanctuary of  trees 
Is where I feel most alive 
Gazing out towards the Sound, the Salish sea 
I could live or die 
As long as it’s in these arms of  the Almighty 

Atop the cliff  at Ebey’s, my hallowed place of  church 
I sit alone, singing Saranam 
To the Creator, my Beloved, the Maker of  the perch 

In this place, more majestic than the seven wonders of  the world, 
is the reckoning of  my madness, the gardening of  my gladness, 
the redemption of  my dreams 

No joy more consuming, no relief  more renewing 
than the splendor of  a moment with God 
And as the sun slowly slips beneath the mountains 
Our tete-a-tete turns hushed 
And for the longest time we sit in silence 
In the aching delight of  fir-scented dusk 
and friendship

 

Jennifer Caldwell

A member of  the Red Book Poets, Jennifer succumbed this year in her long 
struggle with cancer, death be not proud, OM Shanti, peace be with you.



13Enter through the 
narrow gate. For wide 
is the gate and broad 
is the way that leads to 
destruction, and many 
enter through it. 14But 
small is the gate and 
narrow the way that 
leads to life, and only a 
few find it.…

Matthew 7:13
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